
Matthias Don’t Give A F#@% That His Website 
Is Hacked! 
Matthias Chang – Future Fast-Forward 
 
Preamble 
 
A freaking arsehole sent me a long email yesterday that my website can 
be hacked and he can even monitor what I am doing and in the email 
message, he gave a subtle threat - that he can upload porn etc. to my 
website, cause havoc - so that I will employ his services to clean up and 
protect the website. 
 
As if I give a f$#@ about the hacking etc. I don’t and I am writing to you to 
explain the reality, so you guys don’t get excited. 
 
Why??? 
 
Firstly, he is an arsehole! It was useless or irrelevant to the arsehole that he could 
have learn a lot from my website but, he was only interested in getting me to be a 
customer for his services.  
 
My website has already been monitored (when I am not even someone important or 
a threat) and I don’t give a shit!  Period!  
 
Some of you might get all excited, “OMG! Matthias’ website has been monitored … I 
better not access the website or I will be monitored.” 
 
Who the F#@% are you that anyone wants to waste his / her time to monitor you? 
 
Get real!  
 
At most you are but a little Napoleon, a stupid politician in parliament talking BS. 
Don’t be arrogant and or assume that you are a VVIP or a National Security asset. 
Politicians are targeted because they are weak and can be easily compromised. 
 
Whatsapp, Telegram or whatever platform you are using to communicate can 
be hacked and penetrated at will. All computers can be hacked etc.! Your hand 
phone which is supposedly protected by a program that you have paid for and 
installed is absolutely useless. When you are screwing a prostitute in a hotel 
or elsewhere, and if someone wants to know your whereabouts, he can easily 
find out. You are f#@ked and can be blackmailed!  
 
If you have not f#@$ked a prostitute, and or not a paedophile etc., why should you 
be worried?  
 
So, live a life like an “Open Book” with no secrets or any hanky-panky. Then, it does 
not matter and you cannot be a victim to such arseholes or be compromised! Period! 
 



Jeffrey Epstein, Mossad’s asset could blackmail, extort or threaten politicians 
and the filthy rich because they lead a f#@ked up secret life unless, and as 
exposed by my friend and colleague Cynthia McKinney, they have signed a 
pledge to be loyal and be a slave to Israel.  
 
That said, not many, even when they have open-access to my website and know 
what I do, understand my articles and messages. They don’t understand Queen’s 
English or even blunt and direct messages. They don’t seem to understand the 
context and or the nuances! 
 
Let me illustrate:  
 
Explain to me the simple word “love”. If the word is explained to you without any 
context, it is pure intellectual masturbation.  
 
“I love her” (wife, mother, partner, teacher etc.) is meaningless to me, unless I know 
the context, i.e. why do you love her? Then, I will know what is embedded within the 
word “love”. You may say, “I love her because she is my inspiration”, “I love her 
because she means everything to me and my life” etc. 
 
After the answer is provided, his definition of love has been contextualised and 
embedded in the word “love” is the additional meaning and amplification - inspiration 
etc. 
 
Now, explain to me “Grammar”. 
 
You will give me the usual explanation as in the context of a sentence, a paragraph – 
verbs, adjectives, nouns, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, modifiers, etc. 
 
“The whole system and structure of a language or of languages in general, usually taken as 
consisting of syntax and morphology (including inflections) and sometimes also phonology 

and semantics…”    You are now screwed! 
 

Now, I will f#@k you when I used the word “grammar”, “dishy”, “addled” in the 
contexts that are seldom contemplated as in: 
 
The “grammar of poverty” or 
 
“She is so dishy” or 
 
“Given that she is so addled…..”   
 
So, do I care or should I care whether my website has been hacked when arseholes 
have a hard time understanding what I am writing about etc. 
 
Professionals Were Shocked! 
 
In a recent discussion with “high-powered”, overpaid professionals and in the 
presence of their female colleagues, I told them sternly … “stop the intellectual 
masturbation”… they freaked out and said that I was rude! 
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I told them to Google the words and read loudly out the meaning …. They were 
stumped and looked so stupid and ignorant.  
 
Thereafter, the same overpaid professionals used the words repeatedly as a counter 
to any baseless argument.  
 
Need I say more?  


